
Airlock Microgateway helps DevOps engineers and application teams to protect their 
services against unauthorized or malicious access with little effort. This increases agility 
and ensures high security in the right place right from the beginning.

Application and API-security should be part of the 
development pipeline from the very first second. 
Only taking care of it shortly before going live risks 
delays and dangerous compromises. The develo-
pers know their services best and can therefore not 
only define the security rules themselves but also 
enforce them.

This calls for a security component that:

 ▶ is lightweight and automatable;

 ▶ can easily be integrated into development;

 ▶ and is controlled by the application team itself.

Benefits
Scalable, automated application protection
Airlock Microgateway is designed for Kubernetes 
architectures and is configured via Custom 
Resources. This enables easy integration into 
GitOps processes. 

Agility with clear responsibilities
Application-specific rules are defined autonomously 
by each team, as long as they do not violate any 
company-wide policies. Manual handovers and 
coordination with SecOps are largely eliminated.

Shift Left for high security right from the start
Security can be addressed already during develop-
ment and testing. Any integration hurdles are also 
cleared out of the way early on. 

What is Airlock Microgateway?
Airlock Microgateway protects APIs and 
microservices from attacks and unauthorised 
access during operation. It is designed for use in 
Kubernetes environments and is placed directly in 
front of the protected services.

Features
 ▶ Multi-level security filters for award-winning 

protection against known attacks (OWASP API 
Top 10) and zero-day exploits such as Log4Shell.

 ▶ Decentralised security checks for zero trust 
Placement directly in front of the application 
follows the zero trust principle. At the same time, 
micro-segmentation is possible, which prevents 
attackers from moving on to the next zone.

 ▶ Reverse proxy based on Envoy with request rou-
ting, TLS termination, client certificate authenti-
cation, extensibility via Lua scripts.

Free Community Edition
The time limited Community Edition contains all 
security features of Airlock Microgateway. It is 
recommended for use in smaller environments and 
for local development. The Premium Edition of 
Airlock Microgateway is a paid product designed for 
professional use in companies.
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Designed for Kubernetes
With or without service mesh, Airlock Microgateway 
integrates seamlessly into Kubernetes environ-
ments: 

 ▶ Simple and modular configuration  
using Custom Resources, with or without tem-
plates (with kustomize, Helm, etc.).

 ▶ Kubernetes operator  
for automatic sidecar injection

 ▶ Hot Reload 
Policy and configuration changes without restart

 ▶ Istio service mesh support

 ▶ Company-wide security guidelines 
Using tools such as Open Policy Agent, Kyverno 
or Kubewarden, security experts can define 
guidelines to prevent, for example, important 
security filters from being disabled in production.

 ▶ Plug-ins for modern IDEs  
provide automatic validation, code completion 
and tooltips when editing the Microgateway con-
figuration.

 ▶ Support for widely used Kubernetes platforms 
like Amazon EKS, Google GKE, Microsoft AKS, 
Red Hat OpenShift, Rancher by SUSE. 

Tailored to Airlock Gateway and IAM
Using the Microgateway does not replace the 
central Airlock Gateway; it’s an ideal complement. 
The application-specific rules are maintained in 
Airlock Microgateway. Other key functions continue 
to be handled by Airlock Gateway. In particular, this 
includes intrusion prevention or upstream authenti-
cation, which still need to be dealt with upfront. This 
way, each application benefits from the central 
security components like the web application and 
API protection or the identity and access manage-
ment. This way each component can focus on its 
strengths.
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